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Nephie Christodoulides
Annual Poetry Lecture

Date: Thursday, 29 November 2012
Time: 18:30

Venue: Main Auditorium, University of Cyprus, 75 Kallipoleos Street, Nicosia

The distinguished scholar and poet,

Terry Gifford,
Visiting Professor, Bath Spa University, UK
&
Professor Honorifico, University of Alicante, Spain

will deliver the annual Nephie Christodoulides lecture entitled,

‘A Post-Pastoral Poetry’

How did the English Poet Laureate think of his poetry as having a healing function for himself and for his readers? How might his poetic career be seen as dealing with the traumas of his life, beginning with the death of his wife Sylvia Plath? How does his notion of healing include that of our species' environmental crisis? These questions will be explored in this lecture by the ecocritic and Ted Hughes scholar, Professor Terry Gifford

Undergraduate Poetry in English Competition Awards

After the lecture the award ceremony will take place for the second poetry competition for BA students in English at the University of Cyprus, the University of Nicosia and the European University of Cyprus. There will be a reading of the award-winning poem.

A reception will follow.

All Welcome